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1. What are the basic components of English?

2.  What is chunking?

3.  What do you do with capitalized words and punctuation?

4.  What are STOP signs?

5.  What are unconnected words?

6.  What is a one-word chunk?

7.  What is a split chunk?

Lesson Objectives



Part 1:
The Parts of 
English
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Parts of the English Language

letter

syllable

word

phrase

clause

sentence

Vowels
a, e, i, o, u, y*

Consonants
b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n
n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y*, z

• to - day   (2)
• beau - ti - ful   (3)
• au - to - mo - bile   (4)
• mod - ern - iz - a - tion   (5)

• today
• beautiful
• automobile
• modernization

• the delicious food
• in front of me
• have been filling out

SV: we walked
SVO: I ate lunch
SVC: they are tired
SVOO: she gave me a book
SVOC: it kept me warm

I woke up at 6:30 this morning, 
ate a light breakfast and went to 
work.



Parts of the English Language

letter

• A letter is the smallest piece of written language.  English has 26 
letters.  Spanish has 30.  Hawaiian has only 12.

• English letters are divided into two groups, consonants and 
vowels.

• Only one letter, y, can be both a consonant or a vowel.
• vowel:                /i/         (stay, try, boy)
• consonant:      /yuh/       (yet, year, yap)

syllable

• A syllable is a group of letters that make up one unit of 
pronunciation.

• Every syllable must have one vowel.  Syllables also include the 
consonants connected to that vowel.

• There are many one-syllable words.
• Syllables have a rhythm in English.
• English is an example of a stress-timed language.

word

• A word is the basic building block of language.

• One word has one piece of information.

• When you write in English, you always put a space between 
words.



Parts of the English Language

phrase

• A phrase is a group of words that has one important idea.
• A phrase answers one important question.
• There are many kinds of phrases, but they do not have a subject 

and main verb.

noun phrase • a sweet, crunchy pickle What…?

verb phrase • should have saved What…?

prepositional phrase • after dinner When…?

infinitive phrase • to get some cash Why…?

clause

• A clause is a group of words that has both a subject and a main 
verb.

• A clause can be described two ways.

1. How many parts does the clause have?  What are they?
• S   =   subject
• V   =   verb

• O   =   object
• C   =   complement

2.  What kind of clause is it?
• main clause
• adverb clause

• adjective clause
• noun clause



Parts of the English Language

chunk

• A chunk is a group of words that go together to give one 
important piece of information..

• A sentence can be divided into chunks, which can be either a 
phrase or a clause.  For example:

I went to the cafeteria to buy a sandwich for lunch.

(main) I went (prep.) to the cafeteria

(infin.) to buy a sandwich (prep.) for lunch

sentence

• A sentence is a group of words, phrases and clauses.

• A sentence always begins with a capital letter and ends with a 
period ( . ), a question mark ( ? ) or an exclamation point ( ! ).

• To be a sentence, there must be one clause.
• This clause is a main clause.

• Grammar is the set of rules that tell you how to connect pieces of 
information (words, phrases and clauses) together to make one 
sentence.



Sentences and Chunks

• A sentence can be divided into groups of words.
• Each group of words gives one main piece of information.
• These groups of words are called chunks.
• One chunk answers one important question.

• A sentence is a group of words that begins with a capital letter... 
• ...and continues to an end mark, usually a period.

• My brother lives in a small town near Washington, D.C.
• On Friday evening from 6:00, Skyler has rugby practice at the Rugby Club.
• I went to the beach with my friends by bus.

my brother lives
who / what

in a small town
where

near … D.C.
where✱✱

on … evening
when

from 6:00
what time

Skyler … practice
what✱✱

I went
what

to the beach
where

by bus
how✱✱



Phrases and Clauses

• Chunks can be divided into two groups: phrases and clauses.

Phrases
• A phrase is a group of words that gives one basic piece of information.
• A phrase is described by the main word in the chunk.

prepositional phrase • with my family • in front of the theater

noun phrase • the dirty old socks • his three favorite movies

verb phrase • will have to try • are going to watch

Clauses
• A clause is a group of words that has a subject and main verb.
• The form of the verb changes with time.  (verb tense)

future • they will meet me • I’m going to wear that

past • everyone waited • my parents lived

present • we share a room • February has 28 days



Sentences and Their Chunks
• When you chunk a sentence, look for complete phrases and clauses.
• There are also unconnected words.
• These are usually conjunctions like and, but, or and so...
• ...and adverbs that come before or after a complete chunk.

*Infinitives like to hear and gerunds like playing are forms of verbs.  However, they 
don't have subjects and the form doesn't change with time, so they are parts of 
phrases, not clauses.

While I was waiting for the bus, I read a book on my iPad.

while I was waiting
adv. clause

for the bus
prep. phrase

I read a book
main clause

✱ ✱ on my iPad
prep. phrase

✱

The students were so happy to hear that the test was canceled

the students were so happy
main clause

to hear
inf. phrase*

that the test was canceled
noun clause

✱ ✱

Children learn cooperation playing sports that require teamwork.

children learn cooperation
main clause

playing sports
ger. phrase*

that require teamwork
adjective clause

✱ ✱



Part 2:
The Basics of 
Chunking
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Chunking: The Basics

• Identify the groups of words that go together to give one basic piece of 
information.

Mr. Sicilian plays soccer with everyone at recess and* never gives 
homework on the weekends.1

1Taken from Niagara Falls, or Does it? by Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver.

prepositional phrase • because of the bad weather

gerund phrase • turning in your homework

infinitive phrase • to turn off the light

clause • we always eat lunch

Mr. Sicilian plays soccer with everyone at recess✱

never gives homework on the weekends

✱

✱ ✱

*And is an unconnected word.



Chunking: The Basics

• When you copy the chunks, only capitalize proper nouns (names) at the 
beginning of sentences.

After a long, tiring bus ride, the passengers were relieved to get off the 
bus and* stretch their legs.

*And is an unconnected word.

• Don't capitalize other words that begin the sentence.

• Don't include punctuation marks that end a chunk.

• However, include commas that connect lists inside a chunk.

after a long, tiring bus ride the passengers were relieved

to get off the bus stretch their legs

✱

✱ ✱



Part 3:
STOP Signs
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STOP Signs

• To know when one chunk stops and the next begins, look for STOP signs.
• The three most common STOP signs are:

In one week,  the Patriots and the Eagles will play in the Super Bowl, 
which will be held in Minnesota.

in one week the Patriots and the Eagles will play

in the Super Bowl

✱ ✱

which will be held✱ in Minnesota✱

Commas

• punctuation marks, especially commas
• prepositions
• unconnected words



STOP Signs

Commas: Exceptions

We found a beautiful, inexpensive hotel near the beach in Honolulu, 
Hawaii on the Internet.

we found a beautiful, inexpensive hotel near the beach

in Honolulu, Hawaii

✱

✱ on the Internet✱

• The first comma is combining the two adjectives beautiful and inexpensive.
• The second comma is combining the city Honolulu and the state Hawaii.

• Most commas are STOP signs.
• However, sometimes commas are used to combine lists instead of and.
• These commas are part of the chunk and should be included.



STOP Signs

Prepositions

Harry and Ron edged out of the kitchen, and they, Hermione, and 
Ginny set off along the narrow hallway and up the rickety staircase 
that zigzagged through the house to the upper stories. 1

Harry and Ron edged out of the kitchen they, Hermione and Ginny set off✱

along the narrow hallway up the rickety staircase that zigzagged

✱

✱ ✱ ✱

through the house✱ to the upper stories✱

• Out of, along, up, through and to are prepositions.

• Prepositions are the (usually) short little words that connect nouns to 
sentences.

• Prepositions are always STOP signs.

1Taken from Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J. K. Rowling



STOP Signs

Phrasal Verbs

Before Japanese people go into a house, they take off their shoes 
and put on a pair of slippers.

before Japanese people go into a house✱

put on a pair of slippers

✱

✱ ✱

they take off their shoes

• Take off and put on are phrasal verbs.
• Go into is NOT a phrasal verb.  Go is the main verb and into is a preposition.

• Be careful of phrasal verbs.
• Phrasal verbs are two-word verbs that include a word that looks like a 

preposition, like up, to or off.

• And is an unconnected word because it is combining two main verbs.
• Each main verb is part of a new chunk, whether it has a subject or not.



Part 4:
Unconnected Words
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Unconnected Words
• Unconnected words are words that are not a part of any chunk.
• There are two basic kinds of unconnected words.

Just then, Katherine flipped out her disgusting tongue and snapped 
up the last piece of cracker that I’d been saving.1

Katherine flipped out her disgusting tongue snapped up the last piece

of cracker

✱

that I’d been saving

✱

✱

Unconnected Words

just ✱ then ✱ and

1Taken from Niagara Falls, or Does it? by Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver.

Adverbs

• adverbs
• some conjunctions

• Adverbs are unconnected words if they come before or after a complete chunk.



Unconnected Words

Two-Word Adverbs

At last, after waiting for months to get a decision, Mia got her 
acceptance letter for university in the mail this afternoon.

after waiting for months to get a decision✱

Mia got her acceptance letter

✱ ✱

Unconnected Words

at last ✱ this afternoon

for university in the mail✱ ✱

at last   =   finally this afternoon   =   today

• Two-word adverbs are two words that together are a synonym for a one-word 
adverb.

• A two-word adverb could also be a time phrase like last night or every day.



Unconnected Words

Coordinating Conjunctions

My brother and I waited for our friends, but they called and told us 
they couldn't come, so we went to the movies without them.

my brother and I waited for our friends they called✱ told us✱ ✱

Unconnected Words

but ✱ and

they couldn’t come we went✱ ✱ to the movies✱ without them✱

✱ so

• Coordinating conjunctions are words that connect two words or ideas.

• Coordinating conjunctions are unconnected words in two common situations.

and but or so yet for

• If they combine two complete clauses with two subjects and two verbs.
• If they connect two main verbs, even if the second doesn't have a subject.



Unconnected Words

Noun Clauses with That

Did you know that Skyler was born in the same hospital as Barack 
Obama?

did you know Skyler was born in the same hospital✱ ✱ ✱

Unconnected Words

that

as Barack Obama

• A noun clause is a clause that comes in a place where nouns usually go.

• It is common for a noun clause to be connected by the conjunction that.

• subject or direct object
• object of a preposition

• That is an unconnected word.
• The noun clause should be a chunk by itself.



Part 5:
One-Word Chunks 
and Split Chunks
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One-Word Chunks

Vendors sold snacks to people waiting in line to buy tickets for the 
World Cup Final.

• Usually, a chunk must have two or more words.  Otherwise, the word is an 
unconnected word.

• However, there are at least two situations in which you can have a one-word 
chunk.

vendors sold snacks to people✱

for the World Cup Final

✱

✱

waiting ✱ in line

✱ to buy tickets

• Waiting is actually a part of a reduced adjective clause.
• The full adjective clause is who were waiting.

Reduced Adjective Clause



One-Word Chunks

When the fire alarm rang, the students put down their books and 
walked out of the classroom.

Compound Verb

when the fire alarm rang the student put down their books✱

out of the classroom

✱

✱walked

• Walked is the main verb of a second clause.  It shares the subject the students
with the first main verb, put down.

Unconnected Words

and

• A compound verb is when two verbs that are connected by a conjunction share 
the same subject.

• They put down their books and they walked out of the classroom.



Split Chunks

After the 1993 Grand Prix, the best thing I’ve ever seen on TV is a 
documentary that explained everything to me, made it all clear.1

• A split chunk is a group of words that has another chunk in the middle.
• Usually, a split chunk occurs when a prepositional phrase or adjective clause 

divides the subject and main verb of a clause.

after the 1993 Grand Prix the best thing✱

that explained everything

✱

✱is a documentary

I’ve ever seen ✱ on TV

✱ to me✱

made it all clear

✱

Split Chunk

the best thing is a documentary

1Taken from Racing in the Rain by Garth Stein.
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